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“Hewz” Ketchup Bottle Labels for the Neilsen Vanishing Ketchup 
Bottle.
First, I believe the Neilsen Vanishing Bottle line ( http://
www.nnmagic.com/magicitems/vanishingbottlespage.htm ) is a 
classic in magic. They look very good and are very sturdy and 
should last a lifetime with appropriate care. The Neilsen Ketchup 
bottle is wonderful, except its new label is not as believable as the 
rest of the line. These labels fix that issue.

They are not “Heinz”, but ‘Hewz’, they do not say “57 Varieties” 
but “67 Varieties”, and they do not have the Heinz Pickle”, but  a 
“Hewz Deflated Balloon”. All that being said, they do look 
remarkably similar, and I would not expect an audience member 
to notice the difference. Of course, a close examination will show 
it is not a copy or the real thing, but you won’t be letting people 
examine them anyway, for obvious reasons.

These graphics are vector graphics, which means they print crisp 
and can be resized. I don’t know why you would resize it since it 
is sized perfectly for the Neilsen bottle - but you can.

I recommend you either print these on white static cling print 
media you can buy in sheets here on http://eBay.com or have 
http://GotPrint.com print you up a batch pretty cheap. 
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You can also print these on regular paper and affix them with 
rubber cement. I do not know the long term effect of rubber 
cement on the rubber of the Neilsen bottle. 

Of course, you can use Neilsen’s labels too, but their ketchup 
labels are very generic looking.

This is what you get:
1 PDF so you can print the labels on your home printer (4 up -  
8.5 x 11 in) -  with directions.
1 Illustrator native document you can send to GotPrint (12 up - 
12 x 18 in) with PDF directions. As of Nov. 2012 they should 
charge less than $20 including shipping and handling within 
CONUS

Please remember to use this product, you are REQUIRED to 
leave a review here: 

http://www.emailmeform.com/builder/form/C1s20Vda5i4eceLQ59

and preferably to review it in any magic forums too.

Thank You!

Kerry “KC” Cameron
http://DarnGoodMagic.com


